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� Cloud computing based IoT solutions
� Lysis: the social IoT cloud platform
� Demo with the Lysis platform

� Things in the Cloud
� Things in the Edge Cloud
� The Cloud in the Things

Topics addressed by the Tutorial

We will talk about:

� Emerging technological trends driving IoT
� An evolutionary approach to IoT
� The three generations of IoT
� Defining the modern IoT
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Emerging tech trends driving IoT

Increasing volumes of Data

Cloud Computing

New types of connected devices
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Emerging tech trends driving IoT
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Emerging tech trends driving IoT
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Infographic on IoT

Source: Infographic of
IEEE Comsoc Training
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Source: Cisco IBSG, Jim Cicconi, AT&T, Steve Leibson, Computer History Museum, 
CNN, University of Michigan, Fraunhofer. Available at: 
http://readwrite.com/2011/07/17/cisco_50_billion_things_on_the_internet_by_2020

What is going to happen

> 50 Billion (Ericsson)

75 Billion (Morgan Stanley)

200 Billion (Intel)
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The IoT Panacea
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� There is the serious risk that we shall define IoT a ”big hoax”, as 
most of the self-styled IoT solutions inflating the ICT market are 
nothing more than solutions belonging to old domains of ICT. 

� At the same time, it is indisputable that today the attention on the 

technologies and solutions that fall under the new name of IoT has 

grown at an incredible pace, never observed before, and has brought 
great results. In this view, ”the Internet of Things panacea” is 
welcome; but unfortunately, 

we still need to find a definition (the best that can be 
given), for the Internet of Things, as it appears today…

Contrasting Feelings
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… what IoT actually is?

The oddity of a term so abused and associated to many different meanings 
in such a short timeframe suggests that, maybe, there is a basic 
misunderstanding in its use.

The term Internet of Things (or IoT)
has been associated to very different concepts, 

technologies, and solutions since its first appearance in the 
scientific community. 

At first glance, it is evident that each definition of IoT is a result of two
biasing elements:

�The different points of view of the IoT stakeholders, which have 
proposed the definition

�The historical period, with all the relevant evolutionary history of ICT 
technologies adopted by IoT, in which the definition is conceived.
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One paradigm , many visions…

…according to stakeholders’ approaches

� Issue approached  from either 
an Internet oriented or a 
Things oriented perspective, 
depending on their specific 
interests, finalities and 
backgrounds of stakeholders.

� Besides, the attention to the 
representation and storing of 
the exchanged information 
became brought directly to a 
third, Semantic oriented, 
perspective. 

_______________________________
Source: L. Atzori, A. Iera, G. Morabito, «The internet of 
Things: a Survey», Computer Networks, Elsevier, 2010.
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� In a period of maximum development of the RFID technology, 
the community proposed a term that, in analogy to the 
computer network, expresses the ability to ”create a network” of 
real objects traced throughout their entire supply chain. 

Hence, the early idea that IoT should have been a network 
of objects tagged by RFID.

� Later, with the evolution of ICT devices (gradually transformed 
from smart objects into social objects), with the rise of new 
ways of conceiving communication networks (going beyond IP) 
and service platforms (towards the Cloud notions), and with the 
increasing attention to the management of large amounts of 
data (Big Data), things changed. 

At that time the IoT term was associated with something more 
complex than a simple network of sensors or identifiers.

One paradigm , many visions…

…changing over time
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The 2nd Generation: Full Interconnection of Things 
and The (Social) Web of Things

Understanding the IoT evolution

� According to an evolutionary approach, three main stages of 
evolution are identified. 

� Each of them is characterized by key enabling 
technologies, reference architectural solutions, and 

products made available by research and industry. 

The 1st Generation: The Tagged Things

The 3rd Generation: IoT in the Age of Social Objects, Cloud 
Computing, and Future Internet

14 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin– April 4th, 2016

Characterizing features and 
technologies of IoT generations 

� Over time, the number of technologies contributing to the 
definition of a modern paradigm for  IoT has increased at a 
rising pace
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The roots of the IoT paradigm

� First vision of IoT1,2 ? … (maybe a little exaggerated)
� Anyway, the first of many visionaries contributing to the idea 

of IoT by starting from a clear knowledge of current 
technologies and making a leap into the future

Tesla’s Future Wireless vision

� “When wireless is perfectly applied the whole
earth will be converted into a huge brain, which
in fact it is, [...] and the instruments through
which we shall be able to do this will be
amazingly simple compared with our present
telephone. A man will be able to carry one in
his vest pocket.” 1

1 N. Tesla, “Teleautomation”Nikola Tesla (1856 –1943)

___________________________________________________

2 S. Jeschke, “The internet of things in production technology…”, May 2014.
3 [Online]. Available: http://postscapes.com/internet-of-things-history
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The roots of the IoT paradigm

� A paradigm shift in which a general purpose machine 
(the PC) will be replaced by a large number of 
specialized computers, which are embedded into 
everyday objects.. 

Ubiquitous Computing vision

� “In the 21st century the technology revolution
will move into the everyday, the small and the
invisible…”

� “The most profound technologies are those that
disappear. They weave themselves into the
fabrics of everyday life until they are
indistinguishable from it.” 1

1 M. Weiser, “The computer for the twenty-first century,” Scientific
American, pp. 66–75, 1991.Mark Weiser (1952 –1999), 

XEROX PARC
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The roots of the IoT paradigm

…more recent contributions to shaping the IoT idea

� Bruce Sterling coined the SPIME neologism by referring to an
object “by definition, the protagonist of a documented process [...]
an historical entity with an accessible, precise trajectory through
space and time” 1

� Kevin Ashton first used the term “Internet of Things” at that time
focused mainly on the RFID technologies. 2

the introduction and spread of this technology marks 
the beginning of the IoT story 

___________________________________________________

1 B. Sterling, Shaping Things. MIT Press, 2005.
2 K. Ashton, presentation at Procter & Gamble in 1999, reported in “ That internet of things thing. In the real world things 
matter more than ideas” , RFID Journal, June 2009. 
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The 1st Generation of IoT: The Tagged Things
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The Tagged Things

� Radio-Frequency IDentification (RFID) 
technology played the role of founding 
technology for the Internet of Things.

� Remarkable contributions given by of the Auto-
ID Labs, a world-wide network of academic
research labs

Twofold role:

Identify Things: RFID as a cost-effective way to tag 
objects to give them an identity through the Electronic 
Product CodeTM (EPC)

Connect Things: IoT as an emerging global Internet-
based information architecture facilitating the exchange 
of goods and services (Tagged by RFID Tags) in global 
supply chain networks.  

20 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin– April 4th, 2016

Research & Standardization Efforts

� RFID technology and solutions, as fundaments of the IoT, 
is recurrent in early IoT related research:

� Enhancing RFID Tag and Reader HW 1

� Testing RFID applications in pervasive environments 2

� Improving security and privacy issues 3

� First steps towards IoT are the efforts to create an 
industry-driven global standards for the EPCglobal
Network 4 supporting the spread use of the  EPC code and 
of RFID tagging solutions at a world-wide scale.

___________________________________________________

1  S. Tedjini et al., “Chipless Tags, the next RFID Frontier”, The Internet of Things, 2010 - Springer.
2  E. Welbourne et al., “Building the internet of things using rfid: the rfid ecosystem experience,” IEEE Internet 

Computing, march 2009. 
3  R. H. Weber, “Internet of things - new security and privacy challenges” Computer law & security review, 2010
4 The GS1 EPCglobal Architecture Framework , GS1 Version 1.6 dated 14 April 2014
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The EPCglobal Network features

End Users exchange 
physical goods identified 
by EPC Codes.

Each End User traces the 
movement of goods 
through the recognition 
of their EPC codes and 
gather/store associated 
information from/into 
suitable databases.

EPCglobal provides the 
instruments to share 
among partners data 
associated to EPC codes.

SOURCE:  The GS1 EPCglobal Architecture Framework
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Towards RFID and WSN integration

Two key technologies for IoT evolving in parallel:
� EPCglobal Network Architecture was under 

specification
� Remote sensing technologies such as Wireless 

Sensor Network (WSN) and Supervisory Control 
and Data Acquisition (SCADA) technologies
reached maturity.

As a consequence …
� Near Field Communications (NFC), Wireless 

Sensor and Actuator Networks (WSAN), together 
with RFID are recognized as the atomic 
components that will link the real world with the 
digital world

� The integration of sensing, actuating, and 
tagging technologies into the same platform 
becomes a key challenge in the first generation 
of IoT
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Integration at the object level:
the example of WISP

Enabling technological advances

� miniaturization 
� energy harvesting 
� energy efficiency

Result:
� hardware platforms that are passive, like some RFID tags, 

and include environmental sensors and memory banks to 
store data. 

� Wireless Sensing and Identification Platforms (WISP) are an 
example:
� a sensing and computing device 
� powered and read by off the shelf UHF RFID readers
� microcontrollers on board that can sample a variety of 

sensing devices

24 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin– April 4th, 2016

Integration at the system level:
adding sensors  to the EPCglobal platform

Basic idea
� WSN and RFID have different 

complexities but they both produce 
sensed data.

� Thus, both RFID and WSN can be 
identically considered as elements 
of edge nodes producing sensor 
data for the infrastructure.

EPCSN Features
� Both RFID tags and sensor nodes carry a 

globally unique EPC.
� The EPCSN uses the concept of Readers instead of WSN base stations. 
� The different complexities from RFID networks and WSN abstracted 

throughout an additional component, called reader management.
� Thus, upper layers do not need to distinguish RFID source  from WSN source.

___________________________________________________

J. Sung, T. Sanchez-Lopez, and D. Kim, “The epc sensor network for RFID and WSN integration infrastructure,” in Proc. of 
Fifth IEEE International Conference on Pervasive Computing and Communications Workshops 2007, March 2007.
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Integration at the system level:
a more holistic approach

� A more holistic 
approach is followed by 
the IoT-Architecture 
(IoT-A) project 1

� IoT-A architecture is 
able to fully integrate 
RFID tags and wireless 
sensor nodes

� Clear separation between physical entities and services 
associated to the IoT devices. 

� Virtual Entities (VEs) represent physical entities in the digital world
� VE are associated to IoT services, offered by the IoT devices and providing 

information about VEs. 
� Examples of IoT Services: environmental parameters’ measuring achieved 

through sensors or object positioning through RFID systems.
___________________________________________________

1 www.iot-a.eu/
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The 2nd Generation of IoT: 
� Web of Things
� Social Things and Social Web of Thigs
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Technological landscape: (1) from the 
Internet of Things to the Web of Things

� Reduction in the interest IoT solutions based on EPCglobal

� Difficult to integrate devices other than RFIDs

� Increased interest in 6LoWPAN

� Extend IPv6 to devices leveraging on IP protocol

� Each device can become a web server

� It is possible to program applications as web applications

� Availability of the Constained Application Protocol (CoAP)

� Internet of Things � Web of Things

� Web of Things solutions use

� Device Profile for Web Services (DPWS) or REST interfaces (e.g., thing-
REST)

J. He et al., “A smart web service based on the context of things”, ACM Trans. on 
Internet Technology. 2012
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Technological landscape: (2) Bringing 
RFIDs into the Web of Things

� Seamless integration of EPCglobal in the Web of Things

� Tagged objects can be searched for, indexed, bookmarked,
and their status can be read through HTTP protocols

� Among the major contributions:

� M. Miller, “RESTful EPCIS: Design and implementation of a web-
enabled Electronics Product Code Information Service (EPCIS),
Master’s thesis. 2009

� D. Guinard et al. “Giving RFID a rest: building a web-enabled
EPCIS”, Proc. of Internet of Things Conf., 2010

� F. Paganelli et al. “An information-centric and rest-based
approach for EPC information service”, Journal of Communication
Software and Systems. 2013

� I. Farris, et al. “A CoAP-compliant solution for efficient inclusion
of RFIDs in the Internet of Things”, IEEE Globecom, 2014.
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Constrained RESTful Environment 
(CoRE)

� CoRE is an IETF working group aimed at defining solutions to make resource
constrained devices support web services

Constrained 
Application 

Protocol

- specialized web transfer protocol for use with
constrained nodes and networks

- provides a request/response interaction model 
between application endpoints

- supports built-in discovery of services and resources

- designed to easily interface with HTTP for 
integration with the Web

- typical features: multicast support, very low 
overhead, and simplicity for constrained environments

30 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin– April 4th, 2016
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Architecture for the Web of Things
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Pachube (now Xively)  – Bought by 
LogMeIn in July 2011–

32 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin– April 4th, 2016

How does it work?
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� Current implementations enable the cooperation among 
objects only if they belong to the same closed group. 

� Sort of gateways are needed to allow inter-group 
communication and cooperation.

� The number of embedded computing and communication 
devices surrounding each of us will soon become too large:

o Scalability problems will emerge 

o Efficient cooperation between smart objects creating trusted, 
dynamic social-like communities might contribute to solve the 
issue.

Rationals for a change in the vision

The IoT vision can be fully achieved only if objects are 
able to cooperate in an open way.

34 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin– April 4th, 2016

• Concepts of  “friendship” and ”social relationship”  are very 
intuitive!

• A solution to raised issue could be “dressing” a network of 
things as if it was a social network!

• It is enough to envisage a social networks of objects ,
interacting and collaborating with each other to offer 
collective services to users 

• Deriving concepts are:  «Social Web of Objects» 8 and  
«Social Internet of Things » 9

…a matter of mental models 

________________________
this concept of mental model is taken from: A Social Web of Things  by Joakim Forno, available at 
http://www.ericsson.com/uxblog/2012/04/a-social-web-of-things/
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Two different approaches towards a network of Social IoT objects:

Social Web of Things (Social-WoT)
• an ecosystem that allows people and smart devices to interact 

within a social framework
• Web technologies used to provide services. 

Social Internet of Things (S-IoT)
• objects can autonomously establish social relationships with 

each other 
• social communities are separated from those of human beings 

but subservient to their needs. 

Networks of «social IoT objects»

36 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin– April 4th, 2016

• online social networks and their APIs used to allow smart 
objects to communicate with users by relying  on Web 
protocols. 

• users’ social network accounts support service operations for 
IoT, such as using location data / publishing device status.

• social networks used as interface to control smart objects.

• collaboration between social networks and smart objects, to 
enable smart devices to ”talk” with other objects.

• people share services offered by smart objects with 
friends/objects. 

Social Web of Things

Main peculiarities 
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The 3rd Generation of IoT: 
� ICN-IoT, Social-IoT and Cloud Computing

38 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin– April 4th, 2016

A new vision based on «social objects»: 
Social Internet of Things

________________________
18 J. Kleinberg, “The small-world phenomenon: an algorithmic perspective” in Proc. of ACM Symposium 
on Theory and Computing, 2000. 

Objects establish social relationships with each other. Objectives of 
such relationships are twofold:

• Give the IoT a structure that can be shaped as required to 
guarantee network navigability18 so as that service discovery can 
be performed effectively while guaranteeing scalability.

• Create a level of trustworthiness which could be used to leverage 
the level of interaction between things that are “friends”.

SIoT (Social Internet of Things)
a paradigm of “social network of intelligent objects”, based

on the notion of social relationships among objects*
b L. Atzori, A. Iera, G. Morabito, M. Nitti, “ The Social Internet of Things (SIoT) – When social 
networks meet the Internet of Things: Concept, architecture and network characterization ”,  
Computer Networks, Volume 56, Issue 16, 14 Nov. 2012, Elsevier.
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Why things should socialize?

What a social network allows to do,  and why it 
matters to people and things?

Property Humans Things

Become visible Increase popularity
Publish 

information/services

Find resources Find old friends
Find 

information/services

Obtain context 

information

Get filtered 
information

Get environment 
characteristics

Discover new 

resources
Find new friends

Find new links with 
other objects
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Toyota Friend

Total investment of more than 1 billion
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Nike+

NikeFuel

42 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin– April 4th, 2016

Ericsson: Social Web of Things
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Lifely: WiPot

� A vase!

� Sensors

� Arduino board

� WiFi connection

� Interactivity through
social networks

43

� Business model: freemium

� Services come for free

� Best experience only if you buy the WiPot vase

� + some advertising specialized for people
interested in gardening
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The Underlying IP Transformation…

Large-scale deployments of IP-based IoT solutions are still critical:

• limited expressiveness of IP addressing (serves as locator & identifier) 
• the need for a resolution system 
• complex mobility support 
• multicast and massive access under stringent IoT requirements

Access 

layer

Coexistence

with IP 

networks

ICN

Application 

layer

Overlay

mode

Clean-slate

mode

Information-centric Networking (ICN)
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The Underlying IP Transformation…

� Paradigm shift from host-centric to content-centric 
networking 

� Consumers specify “what” they search for and not 
“where” they expect it to be provided

� Routing and forwarding based on application data 
names

� Congestion control and caching performed at 
intermediate nodes

� Other functionalities performed at the application 
layer (discovery)  embedded at the networking layer

46 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin– April 4th, 2016

The Underlying IP Transformation…
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Information Centric Networking for IoT

Is information-centric networking (ICN)
a valuable solution for IoT?

� The existing ICN architecture needs to be re-engineered 
to go beyond its initial scope (i.e., content transfers)

� New design challenges

� IoT traffic patterns different from Internet

� IoT devices are mainly resource-constrained

� The wireless medium is unreliable

48 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin– April 4th, 2016

ICN Support to IoT

MAIN IoT Requirements
and basic ICN Support
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Some references from the literature 
on ICN-IoT

DRAFTS:

A. Lindgren, et. al, Proposed Design Choices for IoT over Information 
Centric Networking (draft-lindgren-icnrg-designchoices-00), Nov. 2015

A. Lindgren, et. al, Applicability and Tradeoffs of Information-Centric
Networking for Efficient IoT (draft-lindgren-icnrg-efficientiot-03), July
2015

Y. Zhang, et. al, ICN based Architecture for IoT (draft-zhang-icn-iot-
architecture-00), August 2015

SURVEY PAPER:

M. Amadeo , et. al, Information-Centric Networking for the Internet
of Things: Challenges and Opportunities, IEEE Network, to appear

50 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin– April 4th, 2016

Societal challenges

Societal challenges IoT major contribution IoT systems desired features

Health and wellbeing Monitoring of the people 

health and quality of life

Pervasivity, Transparency, Wear-

ability, Security

Food security and 

sustainable agriculture

Smart farms Usability, Sustainability

Secure, clean and efficient 

energy

Smart grids Stringent QoS

Adaptivity

Smart, green and integrated 

transport

Management of logistics 

issues

Interoperability

Climate action, environment, 

resource efficiency and raw 

materials

Smart management of 

energy consumption in 

smart cities

Distributed local awareness

Inclusive, innovative and 

reflective societies

Provide the opportunities to 

create new applications and 

businesses in an easy way 

to everybody

Available to every one

Open data

Open process 

Participation

Transparency

Collaboration

Secure societies Automatic detection of 

malicious behaviors

Security

Trustworthiness
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Standards as solutions of the 
interoperability issue

I

Tagged objects EPCglobal

Sensor networks IEEE 802.15.4

Object description IEEE 1451 

II

Internetworking IETF 6LoWPAN IETF ROLL RPL

Web of Things IETF CoAP OASIS DPWS

Architecture oneM2M

III

Cloud computing TIA TR-50

Social networking Missing

Future Internet IETF ICNRG

Semantics W3C SSN

52 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin– April 4th, 2016

Three different perspectives to look at IoT

� From a technological point of view: 
� IoT is not a new technology, recently appeared on the ICT 

scenario, which promises to get rid of all the competing 
technologies 

� It encompasses existing technologies with their own peculiarities

� From the point of view of the approach to service design IoT:
� conveys information from sources that are not only people but also 

real and virtualized objects 
� generates information that becomes a sort of common informative 

base, shared by different applications on a global scale
� becomes the potential service-oriented architectural model of the 

Future Internet

� From the point of view of its finalization:
� IoT is a new way of addressing issues with remarkable social 

impact (in education, in smart homes and smart cities, in energy 
management, in e-health systems and others)

A modern definition of IoT
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A modern definition of IoT

“a conceptual framework that leverages on the availability of 
heterogeneous devices and interconnection solutions, as well as 

augmented physical objects providing a shared information base on 
global scale, to support the design of applications involving at the same 

virtual level both people and representations of objects” 

54 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin– April 4th, 2016

As a consequence…

Source: jp.imgtec.com/flowcloud/

Integrating the 
Internet of Things 
with Cloud Computing  
clearly emerges as the 
frontier of research 
and development 
activities on this new 
paradigm…
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Handling constraints

Introduction 

� Requirement: services and applications want to access objects
anywhere and anytime; furthermore they might need historical
data

� We have a problem…

� In certain application scenarios objects have intermittent connectivity (e.g.,
RFID tag) � They are not reachable anywhere

� In most application scenarios objects spend a large portion of time in “idle”
state to save energy � They are not reachable anytime

� Most objects have limited storage capabilities � They do not store historical

data

� Objects cannot have autonomous life in the IoT (at least for some time to
come)

http://www.social-iot.org56
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IoT & Cloud computing

http://www.social-iot.org57

Schermata 2016-04-01 alle 22.55.59

� Advantages for the IoT:

� Virtually unlimited capabilities and resources

� Effective solution to implement IoT service management and
composition as well as applications exploiting things and the data
they produce

� Advantages for the Cloud

� Extend its scope

� Deliver new services

� Other advantages

� New source of revenues for owners of sensors (increased ROI)

� New resources (sources of data) that can be exploited by
application developers and IoT service providers

Complementary aspects

http://www.social-iot.org58

IoT Cloud

Displacement Pervasive Centralized

Reachability Limited Ubiquitous

Components Real world things Virtual resources

Computational
capabilities

Limited Virtually unlimited

Storage Limited or none Virtually unlimited

Role of the Internet Point of convergence Means for delivering
services

Big data Source Means to manage

Alessio Botta, Walter de Donato, Valerio Persico, Antonio Pescapè. “Integration of Cloud Computing and 

Internet of Things: a Survey”
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Cloud and IoT in the research world 
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IoT & Cloud

In the next hour of so…

� The IoT in the Cloud

� The IoT in the Edge Cloud

� The Cloud in the Things

http://www.social-iot.org60
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Step 1: : The Things in the Cloud

General approach

� Value proposition:

� Objects owners: maximum exposure of data

� Application developers: huge number of sensors available

� Separate applications from objects � The same objects can be
used by several applications � Multitenancy!

� Open API for third party developers

62 http://www.social-iot.org

Cloud

…)

Cloud
(IaaS, 
PaaS, 

SaaS, …)Things 

(sensors & 

actutators)

Current measurement, 

state info, statistics

Commands,

settings

Reply to queries, 

statistics

Commands,

configurations
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Operations needed

� Create and characterize a device in the platform (the “channel”)

� Assign a unique ID

� Assign API keys that can be used to access device resources or set configurations,
and assign permissions

� Provide descriptions and metadata

� Connect the physical device and link it to the platform

� For each platform implementations are available of the clients to be installed in the
physical devices (Raspberry, Arduino, etc…)

� Link the physical device with its “channel”, this is usually done by feeding (almost)
manually its unique ID and the API keys into the device

� Develop and deploy applications that may run everywhere in the network

� Application developers are interested in relevant APIs only (no need to know any
specific characteristics of the physical device)

� Usually RESTFUL web-based approach is employed

� Support from players developing analytics tools

� Mathworks for example…

63 http://www.social-iot.org

Things-to-Cloud: Communication 
/message exchange solutions

64 http://www.social-iot.org

� Plain HTTP

� Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP)

� WebSocket

� Constrained RESTFUL Environment (CoRE)

� Machine-to-Machine (M2M)

� MQ Telemetry Transport (MQTT)
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Things-to-Cloud: Communication 
/message exchange solutions

65 http://www.social-iot.org

� Plain HTTP

� Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP)

� WebSocket

� Constrained RESTFUL Environment (CoRE)

� Machine-to-Machine (M2M)

� MQ Telemetry Transport (MQTT)

Things-to-Cloud: Communication 
/message exchange solutions

66 http://www.social-iot.org

� Plain HTTP

� Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP)

� WebSocket

� Constrained RESTFUL Environment (CoRE)

� Machine-to-Machine (M2M)

� MQ Telemetry Transport (MQTT)

� Note: They do not necessarily exclude each other
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67 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin– April 4th, 2016

Machine-to-Machine (M2M): Motivation

� Almost all possible users have
been reached

� Revenues/user keeps
decreasing

� Enlarge the user basis beyond
people �

� Turn things (or groups of
things) into mobile users

� Standard: ETSI TS 102 690

68 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin– April 4th, 2016
68

M2M cellular customer…
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69 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin– April 4th, 2016
69

M2M Applications

70 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin– April 4th, 2016
70

M2M Architecture
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71 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin– April 4th, 2016

Device & Gateway Domain

� M2M Service Capabilities: abstraction of the resources of the device

� M2M Applications: define the logic of the applications

� Two options:

� The two layers are executed by the device (devices with enough processing resources)

� The two layers are executed by a gateway acting as a proxy between the Network
Domain and a group of devices connected through some LAN/PAN technology

M2M device

M2M Area 
Network

M2M 
Applications

M2M Service 

Capabilities

M
2
M

 G
a
te

w
a
y

M2M 
Applications

M2M Service 
Capabilities

M
2
M

 D
e
v
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e

72 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin– April 4th, 2016
72

Network domain

� Access Network: It provides M2M devices with access to the Core
Network (examples of M2M Access network solutions are: LTE, WiFi,
WiMAX, Ethernet, ADSL)

� Core Network: It is the IP network connecting the Access Network to
the servers where the M2M services will run

� M2M Capabilities and M2M Applications (the same as in the
Device & Gateway domain)

Core network

M2M Capabilities

M2M Applications

Access network
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73 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin– April 4th, 2016
73

Control plane

� Network Management Functions: independent of the M2M operations

� M2M Management Functions: responsible of the networking and
orchestrating functions specific for M2M

Network
Manag.

Functions

M2M
Manag.

Functions

74 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin– April 4th, 2016
74

Constrained RESTful Environment 
(CoRE)

� CoRE is an IETF working group aimed at defining solutions to make resource
constrained devices support web services

Constrained 
Application 

Protocol
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MQTT

75 http://www.social-iot.org

� It is a Client/Server publish/subscribe messaging transport protocol

� Major design goals: light weight, open, simple, easy to implement

� It runs over TCP/IP or other network protocols providing lossless, bidirectional
connections

� MQTT includes

� Publish/subscribe message pattern � one-to-many message distribution and
decoupling of applications

� Messaging transport agnostic fo the content of the payload

� QoS support with three levels of quality

� At most once: message losses can occur (sensor readings)

� At least once: message delivery is assured but duplicates can occur

� Exactly once: delivery of messages is assured and duplicates are avoided

� Small transport overhead and protocol exchanges minimized -> reduce network
traffic

Things-to-Cloud: Communication 
solutions

76 http://www.social-iot.org
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M. Jung et al. ”Things-to-cloud communication: technology overview and design considerations”
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Evrythng

77 http://www.social-iot.org

Early platforms

78 http://www.social-iot.org
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Big players…

79 http://www.social-iot.org

Just to name a few…

� IBM Watson IoT Platform

� Oracle Internet of Things

� SAP Hana Cloud Platform

� Google Cloud Platform

� Amazon AWS IoT

� Intel IoT Platform

Deployment in IoT devices

80 http://www.social-iot.org

� Need to maximize code reusability!

� Need of Operating Systems for IoT devices
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Most popular operating 
systems for IoT devices

� Many solutions proposed in recent past

� The most popular:

� Contiki

� RIOT

Contiki

� Open source OS for the IoT

� Supports:

� IPv6 and IPv4

� 6LOWPAN

� RPL

� CoAP

� Active community

� Industrial interest

� Network simulator: Cooja
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Contiki: Architecture

Radio MCU
Sensor

s
…

Contiki Operating System

Radio MCU
Sensor

s
…

Forwarding Loader
Proto

threads

Node managementNode management
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RIOT

� HW Support: MSP430 , ARM7 , CORTEXM0-
4, X86

� Drivers for many transceivers and sensors

� SW Support:

� AODVv2

� 6LoWPAN

� RPL

� TCP with header compression for 6LoWPAN

� CCN-lite

� OpenWSN

� CoAP, CBOR, and UBJSON

� Modular: When programming a node
you can decide which modules to be
loaded

� Written in C/C++

� Has multithreading and RealTime
operations

� Same memory space requirements as
TinyOS

RIOT
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RIOT Stack

RIOT and the others
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Service models

� Mostly Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) and
Software as a Service (SaaS)

� New service models:

� Sensing-as-a-Service (SSaaS)

� Sensing and Actuation-as-a-Service (SAaaS)

� Sensor Event-as-a-Service (SEaaS)

89

Common reference architecture

90 http://www.social-iot.org

S. Distefano, G. Merlino, A. Puliafito. “Enabling the cloud of things”
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91 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin– April 4th, 2016

Step 2: The Things in the Edge Cloud

Driving forces & enabling technologies

92

� Driving forces:

� Low-latency

� Scalability

� Flexibility to enable dynamic service provisioning and service
composition

� Mobility management

� Enabling technologies:

� Software defined networking

� Network function virtualization

� -> New revenues/market opportunities for network operators
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Fog Computing platform

93

F. Bonomi, R. Milito, J. Zhu, S. Addepalli. “Fog Computing and Its Role in the Internet 

of Things“

The INPUT example

http://www.input-project.eu
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Architecture for IoT in the Edge Cloud

I Farris, R Girau, L Militano, M Nitti, L Atzori, A Iera, G Morabito. “Social Virtual Objects 
in the Edge Cloud”. IEEE Cloud Computing.

Driving forces & enabling technologies

96

� Driving forces:

� Low-latency

� Scalability

� Flexibility to enable dynamic service provisioning and service
composition

� Mobility management

� Enabling technologies:

� Software defined networking

� Network function virtualization

� -> New revenues/market opportunities for network operators

Is there enough
communication capacity?

Do we have continuous
connectivity?
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97 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin– April 4th, 2016

Step 3: The Cloud in the Things

Objectives

� Further reduce reaction time for time
critical applications

� E.g., if a sensor detects gas in a refinery
all electric appliances to avoid explosions

� Reduce traffic from the sensor/actor
network to the infrastructured network

� Move portion of the logic from data
centers to the devices
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Technological objectives

� Decouple implementation of the logic
software from the specific hardware
platform

� Define policies for the selection of the
nodes where logic function should run

� Implement techniques that adapt routing
in the WSAN to the current setting
decided by orchestrator

Reference architecture

Data center

Historical data Historical data 
storage

Data analytics

Orchestrator

Network Controller 
(NOS)

IoT device OS
with
NOS

IoT device OS
with
NOS

Func. Func. 
1

Func. Func. 
2

Functions repository

Func. Func. 
1

Software defined WSAN

IoT device 1 IoT device 2

Edge network node

Mini data 
center

VM
1

VM
2

VM
3

Local Network Local Network 
controller

OpenFlow
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Make implementation of the logic 
function platform independent

� Again… leverage
Operating Systems for
IoT devices

� Both Contiki and RIoT
allow to execute new
functions without the
need to restart the
system

� For example…

A. C. Anadiotis, G. Morabito, S. Palazzo “An SDN-assisted framework for optimal

deployment of MapReduce functions in WSNs” IEEE Transactionson Mobile Computing.

Define policies for optimal function 
deployment

� Communication is the most costly operation � “Optimal”
means that minimizes the communication cost

� Linear cost function can be defined � Linear Integer
Programming problem

� Problem formulation depends on the specific scenario

� No specific constraints � O(KN2) problem

� Processing limitations � General Assignment Problem (GAP),
NP-complete

� Bandwidth limitations � Knapsack problem
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SDN-WISE: Make WSAN behavior 
programmable

L. Galluccio, S. Milardo, G. Morabito, S. Palazzo “SDN-WISE: Design prototyping and 
experimentation of a stateful SDN solution for Wireless Sensor networks” IEEE Infocom 2015

SDN-WISE: Major features

1. Statefulness

2. Flexible definition of rules

3. Support of duty cycles

4. Support of multitenancy (beyond slicing)

5. Lots of deployment options and programming languages

6. Integration with simulation environments (OMNET++ & OPNET)

104
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Statefulness

� OpenFlow is stateless

� SDN-WISE is stateful: a buffer of memory is reserved for state information

� Rules can state info to classify packets in flows

� Actions can modify state info

� Why? Reduce the number of interactions with the Controller if local policies
must be applied

105

Conditional forwarding:
C must forward packets from A 
only, if the values coming from B 
are higher than a threshold

Support of QoS:
A congested node must give 
different priorities to different 
flows
Level of congestion stored as 
state information
Different drop probabilities given 
to different flows in the WISE-
table in case of congestion

Flexible definition of rules

� Rules consider:

� <= 3 windows (<= 2 byte) in the packet (in any position), or

� any portion (<= 2 byte) of the memory for state

� any relational operator (=, <, >, <=, >=, !=, Kalman filters)

� Slower than OpenFlow but higher efficiency and more
sophisticated programmability

106
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Multitenancy (beyond slicing)

� Slicing assigns each packet to only one tenant

� In WSN the same piece of data can be of interest of several
applications

� WISE-Visor a new layer which abstracts the real network and
creates (different) views for different tenants

� At each node a packet belongs to all tenants that agree on its
treatment

� When there is a disagreement, a new copy of the packet is
created

107

Prototype

� A prototype of SDN-WISE has been implemented and is available for
download:

http://sdn-wise.dieei.unict.it

108
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109 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 8th, 2016

Outline

� Cloud computing based IoT solutions

� Reference architecture

� The Virtual Objects (VO)

� The Composite Virtual Objects (CVO)

� Some projects

� Lysis: the social IoT cloud platform

� Components

� Some implementation details

� Demo with the Lysis platform

110 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 8th, 2016

Outline

� Cloud computing based IoT solutions

� Reference architecture

� The Virtual Objects (VO)

� The Composite Virtual Objects (CVO)

� Some projects

� Lysis: the social IoT cloud platform

� Components

� Some implementation details

� Demo with the Lysis platform
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111 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 8th, 2016

Cloud computing and IoT: 
a generic architecture

112 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 8th, 2016

The Virtual Object (VO)

� It is a digital representation or virtual counterpart of a real
word object

� It can run everywhere, even distributed in different locations

� However, it prefers the cloud for its elastic resource provisioning

� It is the spokesperson for the physical entity

� It fosters reusability, robustness, intelligence, context-
awareness

� First appearance in 2000

� It represents the access 
points of the real-world 
objects to the 
infrastructure to interact 
with the virtual world*

*M. Langheinrich et al, “First steps towards an
event-based infrastructure for smart things”, in
Ubiquitous Computing Workshop, 2000.
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113 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 4th, 2016

� Semantic description

� Which information

� characteristics, location, available resources, provided services,
achievable QoS levels

� Addressed requirements

� making heterogeneous objects plug-and-playable and interoperable

� making easier the discovery

� providing different views for different applications

� “Always on”

� There is always a service that responds for it

� It may avoid enquiring the physical resource

� Accounting and authentication

VO: Functionalities (1/3)

114 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 4th, 2016

� Search, discovery and composition

� Manage objects that degrade, vanish or even re-appear

� VO may agree on which resources to allocate for a given
application

� Context-awareness

� Acquire, analyze and interpret information about the environment

� It triggers self-configuration and self-management functionalities

� It can be performed by the physical object but it can be better
achieved by the virtual counterpart

� Mobility management

� Naming

� It makes easier the naming (Content-Centric)

VO: Functionalities (3/3)
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115 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 4th, 2016

� Composition of VO, needed for a given service

� It is created every time a VO alone cannot provide a needed
functionality and it is believed that it will be re-used

Composite Virtual Object (CVO)

From the “D2.3 Architecture Reference Model”, iCore project

116 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 4th, 2016

� Focus on cities: service for the citizens

� Reference applications

� Sharing user IoT devices in the Cloud

� Risk warning and alert management

� Participatory citizens

� Multimodal transportation

service

ClouT FP7 project: a smart city 
perspective
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117 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 4th, 2016

ClouT FP7 project: a smart city 
perspective

Reference architecture of the ClouT fp7 project

118 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 8th, 2016

Outline

� Cloud computing based IoT solutions

� Reference architecture

� The Virtual Objects (VO)

� The Composite Virtual Objects (CVO)

� Some projects

� Lysis: the SIoT cloud platform

� Major features

� Components

� Some implementation details

� Demo with the Lysis platform
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119 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 4th, 2016

� Data generated by the owner is kept on the owner cloud space

� Distributed approach for service discovery, trust evaluation and
service composition (based on the social IoT paradigm)

� Software re-usability

� Market for apps and VO templates

Lysis platform: a cloud social IoT
platform

www.lysis-iot.com

120 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 4th, 2016

Social Internet of Things – objects 
become social

� Objects establish social relationships with each other:

� Improve navigability

� Create a level of trustworthiness among IoT nodes

Co-local

Co-work

Parental Social Co-owenership
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121 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 4th, 2016

Overview of the Lysis architecture
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122 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 4th, 2016

� The RWO communicates only with the virtual layer

� A gateway may be used to communicate with the RWO

� They use the following protocols: HTTP(s), MQTT, AMQP,
Google Cloud Messaging, Apple push notification

Lysis: the RWO layer components
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123 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 4th, 2016

Lysis: the virtualization layer

� It is a web service

� It runs in the owner cloud space

� It is the only interface to the physical object

� There is a different template per RWO type

� It allows for developing applications on top of physical devices
without the need for knowing hardware details

VIRTUAL OBJECT

SVO-API

SOCIAL

ENABLER

PROFILE
VO 

FUNCTIONS

SVO-HAL

VO 

template

124 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 4th, 2016

Social Virtual Object

Physical Device

PD-HAL

SVO-HAL

- PD driver provided by Lysis. 
- Complete access to the hardware 

(e.g., Android, Arduino).

Social Virtual Object

Physical Device

PD-HAL

SVO-HAL

- No access to the PD.
- The SVO is provided by Lysis: the 

hardware producer may be either 
following the Lysis PD APIs or 
providing other APIs (the SVO-HAP 
should be changed accordingly).

1

2

Lysis: the PD-SVO interface (1/2)
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125 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 4th, 2016

Social Virtual Object

Physical Device

PD-HAL

SVO-HAL

- The hardware producer provides the 
VO code, which should be certified 
by the Lysis providers.

Virtual Object

Physical Device

PD-HAL

SVO-HAL

3 4

- The hardware producer provides the 
VO code.

- The VO web service is also running 
in its cloud space.

Lysis: the PD-SVO interface (2/2)

126 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 4th, 2016

SVO PD

PUSH 

NOTIFICATION 

SERVER

Opening persistent socket

GET_TEMPERATURE

Sending command throught HTTP

GET_TEMPERATURE

Forwarding command through 
the persisten socket

Sending response through HTTP

MQTT broker, 

GCM server
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127 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 4th, 2016

Lysis: the SVO deployment

128 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 4th, 2016

� Each SVO is an autonomous agent implementing the social
behavior to collaborate with the rest of the community

Lysis: the Social Enabler
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129 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 4th, 2016

� Embedded in the selected 
application

� More Apps can

� Use the same running CVO

� Use the same CVO but 
connected with other SVOs

� A copy is created and 
different instances will be 
running

� Each CVO is a ME (Micro-
Engine)

� It runs in the Lysis cloud 
space

The CVO: it is implemented 
with MEs
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130 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 4th, 2016

� Query ID: identifies the existing running MEs with the related
input (mostly SVOs) and output (AppID, other MEs)

� ME Schema ID: identifies the generic ME

� ME instance registry: register the URLs corresponding to the
ME Schema ID with the rights to access

Lysis: the Composite Virtual Object
(2/2)

Owner ID, key, SVO root
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131 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 4th, 2016

� It starts from the upper layer

� An SVO root is elected

Lysis: the object search process

132 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 4th, 2016

� It is a web service running in the user cloud space

� It communicates with SVOs and CVOs as well as with external
applications

Lysis: the application layer
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133 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 4th, 2016

Lysis use cases: the private user

SVOSVOSVO
SVO

SVO
SVO

User 

cloud 

space

User 

cloud 

space

134 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 4th, 2016

Cloud space for 

business users

SVOSVOSVO

Private 

APP

ME

User cloud space

SVO SVO SVO

Lysis use cases: 
the commercial user
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135 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 4th, 2016

� It is based on the PaaS Google App Engine (GAE)

� A common user has a free space to run 25 processes

� Scalable (storage and computation)

� Supported languages: Python, Java, Go, PHP

� There are several frameworks for web services development that
work well with GAE: Django, web2py, Pyramid e Flask

� GAE comes with key useful APIs

� Search APIs: used for full-text search of friend nodes

� Maps APIs: used for the management of objects’ location

Lysis: usage of the GAE

136 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 4th, 2016
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137 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 4th, 2016

Lysis platform: 
owner’ process place

138 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 4th, 2016
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139 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 4th, 2016

140 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 4th, 2016
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141 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 4th, 2016

142 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 4th, 2016

Lysis platform: a cloud social IoT
platform
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143 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 4th, 2016

Lysis: VO template list

144 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 8th, 2016

Outline

� Cloud computing based IoT solutions

� Reference architecture

� The Virtual Objects (VO)

� The Composite Virtual Objects (CVO)

� Some projects

� Lysis: the social IoT cloud platform

� Components

� Some implementation details

� Demo with the Lysis platform
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145 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 4th, 2016

� Link: www.lysis-iot.com

� Task 1: Registration of an object

Lysis platform: simple demo

146 http://www.social-iot.orgBerlin – April 4th, 2016

� Task 2: Use of APIs to have the list of resources of an SVO

� http://<svo-url>/meInterface?getFeatureList

� POST method

� Parameters:

� Key (optional)

� The owner-key -> also private

� The friend-key -> also friend resources

� Without –> only the public ones

� Task 3: Get values of some resources

� http://<svo-url>/getSensor?all/last/now

� POST method

� Parameters: sensorName

� Parameters (optional): key, limit, starTime, endTime

Lysis platform: simple demo
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� Task 4: Access to an actuator

� http://<svo-url>/setActuator

� POST method

� Parameters: actuatorName, value

� Parameters (optional): key, limit, starTime, endTime

� Task 5: Get the list of friends

� http://<svo-url>/meInterface?getFriendList

� POST method

� Parameters: key (the owner key), friendship

Lysis platform: simple demo
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� Task 6: SVO search

� http://<svo-url>/meInterface?resourceRequest

� POST method

� format body: raw

� Parameters:

Lysis platform: simple demo

{ 
   "owner-key":"k1i27dr78kn583hlplop01rhio", 
   "owner-id":"lg.atzori@gmail.com", 
   "limit":"1", 
   "hops":"2", 
   "longitude":"9", 
   "latitude":"39", 
   "range":"5", 
   "tag":"battery", 
   "relationship":[ 
      { 
         "type":"OOR" 
      } 
   ] 
} 
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Thank you for your attention!


